ABSTRACT In face of staggering traffic growth driven by fifth generation (5G) and beyond, optical fronthaul networks which host such connections require efficient and reliable operational environments. Fault location has become one of the primary factors for post-fault responses. In this paper, we propose a Deep Belief Network (DBN) based fault location (DBN-FL) model to locate single-link fault of optical fronthaul network in 5G and beyond. The DBN-FL model contains two phases including the hybrid pre-training phase and the Levenberg Marquardt (LM) algorithm-based fine-tuning phase. In the hybrid pre-training phase, we combine the supervised and unsupervised learning to reduce the demand for training samples. In the fine-tuning phase, the LM algorithm is adopted to fine-tune the DBN-FL model. The experimental results indicate that the proposed DBN-FL model can realize high-accuracy fault location as a classifier (accuracy over 96%), and outperforms traditional deep learning (DL) approaches both in terms of location accuracy and training efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of ubiquitous services and ultra-high bitrate internet applications in fifth generation (5G) and beyond, such as internet of vehicles (IoV) and augmented reality (AR), has enforced the evolution of optical fronthaul networks to develop towards higher service capacity [1] . Today's fronthaul network solutions including wavelength-divisionmultiplexed passive optical network (WDM-PON) and active WDM/optical transport network (OTN), can offer extremely high bit rates and bandwidth through ultra-high dense data transmission [2] , [3] . However, when a fault occurs in such intensive service access scenarios, hundreds of services may be interrupted and volumes of traffic data (Petabyte level) are lost. Network operators are currently focusing not only on how to restore the interrupted links as soon as possible but also on how to locate the fault accurately. With the increase
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Martin Reisslein. of users' demand for efficient and stable networks in 5G and beyond, it is much more important for the operators to locate faults accurately [4] .
The fault location detection in optical fronthaul networks is based on the alarm information collected from the optical performance monitoring equipment. A considerable number of alarms are generated after the fault occurs, most of which are false alarms. For instance, as depicted in Fig.1 , a link fault occurs in the optical fronthaul network, causing multiple false alarms to unexpectedly arrive at the monitoring system. In the case of optical fronthaul networks in 5G and beyond, more monitoring nodes will be deployed to ensure the smooth operation of the network. As a result, the monitors will generate even more false alarms once a fault occurs in the system, and locating faults accurately from a large number of false alarms becomes a more challenging task.
In the last few decades, a growing body of intelligent approaches have been proposed for optical network fault location. Machine learning (ML) techniques, such as neural networks (NN) and support vector machine (SVM), have been successfully applied to optical network fault location [5] , [6] . The outstanding advantages of these data-driven algorithms are the high computation speed and satisfactory fault classification ability. Since the number of false alarm continues growing in 5G and beyond, there are limitations in data processing efficiency and locating accuracy of the existing ML algorithms.
In recent years, deep belief network (DBN) model, as an important branch of deep learning (DL), has gained in popularity as a successful implementation of an efficient learning technique that stacks simpler models known as restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) [7] . The training process can be divided into two phases in terms of the pre-training phase and the fine-tuning phase. In the pre-training phase, DBN model is pre-trained from bottom-to-top in an unsupervised way to obtain the initial parameters between adjacent layers. Through this process, the DBN largely avoids the vanishing gradient problem that may occur in the case of no pre-initialization of traditional deep neural network. The pre-training phase also improves model performance by avoiding overfitting and enhancing the model generalization. This phase is critical for accurate fault location given the alarm data with massive false alarm of optical fronthaul networks in 5G and beyond. In the fine-tuning phase, the parameters are fine-tuned from top-to-bottom to optimize parameters of the whole DBN in a supervised back propagation (BP) algorithm, producing a multilayer model able to perform the desired task (e.g., alarm classification). With such network architecture and training method, feature selection and extraction of alarm information can be automatically carried out without extra special data refinement. Therefore, the aforementioned two-step training process of DBN showed the high potential of locating single-link fault in optical fronthaul networks.
However, there are still some works to be done before applying DBN to solve the problem of fault location. The optical fronthaul networks are typically managed via conservative design approaches, which makes the probability of failures negligible. In other words, the number of training samples is insufficient. Thus, the ability of feature extraction cannot be fully utilized in the unsupervised pre-training phase, which requires a considerable volumes of training data. Moreover, the DBN model has an inefficient convergence rate during the fine-tuning phase, because the BP algorithm cannot quickly optimize to the complex nonlinear objective function when classifying the alarm information [8] . To the best of our knowledge, DBN has not been well studied in fault location of optical networks.
In this paper, we study the single-link fault location problem, where the faults are independent of each other in optical fronthaul networks. We propose a DBN based fault location (DBN-FL) model to explore and extract latent features from the alarm information and identify false alarms from the generated vast alarms in the network management system. We first train the DBN-FL combined the supervised with unsupervised learning to extract features from alarm information data. Then deep features are generated to analyze the differences in the latent features between the real alarm and false alarm. In addition, we adopt the Levenberg Marquardt (LM) algorithm to accelerate the training of finetuning phase. Our results show that the proposed DBN-FL model acquires over 96% accuracy of fault location. Additionally, compared with the advanced deep-learning based fault location methods, the training time is greatly reduced, which means that the DBN-FL model can be used in largescale and complex networks. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• First, we consider the single-link fault location in optical fronthaul networks as a classification issue of real alarm and false alarm. Accurate identification of false alarm is an effective approach to improve the accuracy of fault location.
• We then propose a DBN-FL model to characterize difference in real alarm and false alarm for single-link fault location. In the hybrid pre-training phase, we transfer the learned parameters of supervised learning-based RBM to the unsupervised learning-based model as the initial parameters. In the fine-tuning phase, the LM algorithm is adopted to replace the BP algorithm to fine-tune the DBN-FL model. These two approaches can effectively reduce the demand for training samples and improve the training efficiency.
• Furthermore, we perform fundamental analysis on the factors that may affect the performance of DBN-FL model, training efficiency of the DBN-FL as well as the location accuracy of DBN-FL. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the relevant works. In Section III, we discuss the motivation of accurate fault location, the basics of alarm information, types of alarm information, and the data preparation for further processing. Section IV describes the construction, training and implementation of DBN-FL model. Experiments are conducted in Section V to verify the effectiveness and limitations of the proposed DBN-FL model. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper and points out the future works. VOLUME 7, 2019 
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we first review the traditional solutions proposed so far for the fault location in optical networks. This is followed by a discussion of the artificial intelligence based fault location solutions.
A. TRADITIONAL SOLUTIONS
Traditional fault location methods are classified into active location and passive location. The principle of active location is to set up the monitor at the destination node in the network. Wu et al. [9] presented the monitoring-cycles to detect fault in optical network. This method can set up a monitor to report the status information of links on the monitoring ring upward, which is the most direct fault location method by detecting the state of the equipment. However, this approach wastes a lot of time of operators to distinguish the false alarm and real alarm. Authors in [10] also proposed monitoring trail technology to improve localization efficiency. The passive location technology is to locate faults according to the state of the working path in the network. This method can improve the efficiency of fault location, but the accuracy cannot meet the requirements of future fronthaul optical networks. Khair et al. [11] considered Limited-perimeter Vector Matching (LVM) protocol to locate multi-link faults. In order to deal with multi-link faults, they separated the faults in each region, and then located the faults in parallel. This technology can locate multi-link faults by locating faults simultaneously. However, the accuracy of fault location cannot be guaranteed, because this algorithm did not fully consider the content of alarm information including the occurrence and the type of alarms. The authors in [12] and [13] proposed a fault location algorithm based on fuzzy mathematics. By calculating the fuzzy membership degree of each link and setting a certain threshold, the set of suspected fault links in the network can be located. These methods can improve the accuracy of fault location by abstracting and quantifying the fault location process. However, the fault cannot be located in time due to the high computational complexity. Carmen et al. [14] presented a failure location algorithm to locate both single and multiple failures in transparent optical networks. However, the computational complexity of this approach become unacceptable in a complex network environment such as the fronthaul optical network, because the equipment is more closely linked and more factors need to be considered.
These works focus on the fault location by monitoring fault information or analyzing alarm information. With the development of optical networks, it is more difficult to analyze the fault location efficiently by using traditional algorithms. Artificial intelligence technologies are essential to the fronthaul networks in 5G and beyond.
B. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE BASED SOLUTIONS
In recent years, the importance of optical network reliability has been widely recognized, and a lot of artificial intelligence based solutions have been proposed. Gosselin et al. [15] presented a probabilistic graphical model based on machine learning algorithm for fault location in optical access networks. This method used a Bayesian network to encode alarm information and developed an inference engine called probabilistic tool to efficiently detect fault in passive optical networks. Moreover, Ruiz et al. [16] also modeled the fault location problem of optical networks through a Bayesian network. A fault location method was proposed to improve the quality of services in the virtual network topology. However, the Bayesian network has lower accuracy in identifying new faults that occur in the network compared with other artificial intelligence approaches. Zhang et al. [17] proposed a cognitive mechanism for software defined optical networks (SDON). This work aimed to detect faults in centralized networks by exchanging the messages periodically between controllers and switches. This method has a high accuracy of fault location, but leads to a longer locating time due to the extra analysis of the information interaction process. Rafique et al. [18] presented a cognitive assurance architecture for optical network fault management, which can make recommendations after fault occurs by analyzing monitored data through pre-trained machine learning model. The locating time of this approach is satisfactory, but the algorithm cannot guarantee the accuracy when the training data set is small.
III. BASICS OF FAULT LOCATION
This section briefly introduces the fault location requirements of optical fronthaul networks in 5G, followed by the basics of alarm information, types of alarm information and the data preparation for fault location.
A. MOTIVATION
In the future 5G era, there will be dozens, hundreds or more optical terminals inside the network [19] - [23] . With the dynamic change of the location and relationship between people and devices, massive high-speed data exchange takes place between these terminals all the time. If the corresponding network resource regulation is done manually, the fault and repair time of network equipment is calculated based on the human response time. Considering the huge amount of state information brought by network equipment, it has become impossible for human beings to find out the critical fault alarm, locate the fault cause, propose solutions, and finally manually complete the resource scheduling to solve the fault. Facing the huge and complicated alarm space, the operator can only be liberated from the original and inefficient manual configuration management process through artificial intelligence based fault location technology.
The effectiveness of fault location is another important requirement. With the expansion of the network scale and the diversity of network resources such as computing, storage, routing etc., it is inevitable that the connection between devices becomes closer. In this case, once the fault occurs, the affected scope of network would be wider. In addition, the efficiency of fault location model is required in optical networks. As the main carrier of data, optical networks faults will affect more users and causes more serious economic losses. Therefore, how to quickly locate the fault from the alarm information and narrow the scope of inspection of operators has become the key to improving the efficiency of operation and maintenance.
B. BASICS OF ALARM INFORMATION
In this subsection, we introduce the typical composition of alarm information. The fault in optical fronthaul networks contains two main types, which are link fault and device fault. Since the number of device fault and multi-link fault only accounts for a very small proportion compared with link fault in actual operating process, only the single-link fault is considered in this paper. The goal of fault location algorithm is to locate the faulty link by classifying alarm information which is collected by the control plane through network management system. Table 1 gives an example of the typical alarm information. The raw alarm information consists of network anomalies information pre-defined on the equipment, such as the alarm name, the port name, the name network elements, equipment manufacturers, the name of the circuit, the start time and end time, the types of alarms, and the alarm level, etc.
C. CONSIDERED TYPES OF ALARM INFORMATION
The possible types of alarm information in optical networks considered in this paper can be divided into three categories according to the location of the monitors.
• Interface Alarms. The interface alarms are usually caused by too high or too low optical power received by devices. One example is that the received optical power is dropped when the optical fiber is cut or bent. In this article, the interface alarms mainly include the distributed unit (DU) next generation fronthaul interface (NGFI) alarm, the DU IR interface alarm, the S1/X2 interface alarm, and the radio frequency (RF) unit NGFI alarm.
• Link Alarms. This alarm is the result of services interruption. For example, the service interruption carried by the RF unit will result in the RF unit maintenance link alarm. The link alarms include the user surface link alarm, stream control transmission protocol (SCTP) link alarm, RF unit maintenance link alarm, and antenna maintenance link alarm.
• Module Alarms. The abnormal sending or receiving optical power of optical module might cause module alarm. For instance, the transmission power of the optical module is lower after an upstream link is interrupted, which leads to the DU optical module alarm. In general, the module alarms include the DU IR optical module alarm, the DU optical module alarm, and the dispersion compensation unit (DCU) optical module alarm. These three alarms cover most of the alarms that may occur in fronthaul optical networks and are important samples that will be used in the feature selection and extraction of the DBN model.
D. DATA PREPARATION
The data-intensive environment of optical fronthaul networks in 5G and beyond would generate a larger volume of alarms when a fault or network problem occurs. These alarms contain lots of detailed but very fragmented, or even useless information about the faults. To improve the efficiency of DL, it is essential to transform the raw alarm information to be well-structured and high quality samples that are suitable for additional processing. The transformation process contains three parts including data reduction and data cleaning.
1) DATA REDUCTION
The raw alarm information obtained from the network management system contains lots of irrelevant and repetitive data. The real essential information includes the alarm name, alarm position, device port information, device manufacturer, alarm reason, and the alarm start time. By analyzing the data in Table 1 , we can obtain the alarm device manufacturer, specific physical device, and port location from the indicator called Address which is used to represent the port-related information of the device. The correlation and sequence mode of alarm information can be obtained in Occur_time which is used to represent the occurrence time of an alarm. The severity of alarm information can be obtained in Org_severit which represents the alarm level. We can preliminarily determine the alarm correlation and possible cause of the faults by analyzing Alarm_text which is the main content of the alarm. Thus, the raw alarm information can be simplified to a data set containing Address, Occur_time, Org_severit, and Alarm_text.
2) DATA CLEANING Data loss or inconsistence always exists since the raw alarm information is collected from the network management system automatically, which may lead to false interpretations afterwards. Therefore, we modify the samples with missing content and remove the noise data manually to generate complete and consistent samples for fault location.
3) DATA UNIFIED
It is necessary to abstract various data into tensor representation before inputting data into the DL model for further processing. We need to unify different types of data and present them in a standard way. For instance, the English word for September can be represented by a number 9. In addition, some long characters can be omitted if they appear in each alarm and are only explanatory, such as path = N /AadditionalFaultId.
IV. DBN-FL MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we give the details of the proposed DBN-FL model. The basic idea of hybrid pre-training phase is to transfer the learned parameters of one supervised learningbased RBM to another unsupervised learning-based RBM as the initial parameters. The two training processes in the hybrid pre-training phase are independent. After the pretraining phase ends, the LM algorithm is adopted to replace the BP algorithm to fine-tune the DBN-FL model.
A. MODEL CONSTRUCTION
The DBN-FL model is constructed by multiple restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs), one Softmax layer (output layer), and one temporary output layer. Each RBM consists of a visible layer (input layer) and a hidden layer, and the output of the previous RBM serves as the input of the next RBM. Since the RBM cannot be used as a classification model alone, we add a Softmax layer at the top of DBN to classify the fault links. The features extracted by hidden layer are taken as the input of the Softmax layer and the result of alarm classification is obtained through activation function processing [24] . Moreover, one temporary output layer (only for supervised learning) is stacked on top of the first RBM of supervised learning, and its network parameters serve as the initial parameters for the first RBM' (RBM' 1 ) of unsupervised learning. The existence of the temporary output layer enables to conduct supervised learning algorithm.
The training samples of DBN-FL model are divided into labeled sample and unlabeled sample. Given L and U as sets of labeled sample and unlabeled sample respectively, x and y represent the input vector and the output vector respectively. The input vector contains various types of alarm information, including alarm name, device port information, and the alarm start time while the output vector only contains the alarm types including the real alarm and the false alarm. Then, the labeled sample for supervised learning can be denoted as L(x, y) and the unlabeled sample for unsupervised learning can be denoted as U (x). The number of L(x, y) is far less than U (x) because it is hard to obtain labeled samples in practical optical fronthaul networks. In this paper, all the training samples are divided into Mini-Batch data sets. The training method of DBN-FL model are described in detail below.
We first train the RBM 1 with the SGD algorithm. The Mini-batch learning method is used to divide the training set into several subsets, and train one subset in each iteration.
After all subsets are trained in several times according to Eq. (1), we can obtain the parameters θ 1 {w 1 , a 1 , b 1 } of RBM 1 .
In which, α is the learning rate of SGD algorithm and J (θ ) is the least squares error function of training set. It is easy to verify that the computation complexity per iteration is O(mn), where m means the number of hidden layer nodes and n indicates the number of visible layer nodes.
Then, a new energy function of DBN-FL model is given by Eq. (2) where
The joint probability distribution of visible and hidden elements can be expressed as Eq. (3). In Eq. (3a), θ = {w = (w 11 ) n×m , a = (a 1 ) n , b = (b 1 ) m }, which means that the parameters of RBM' 1 have been trained by unsupervised learning. Eq. (3b) is defined as the probability distribution of the other RBM's.
The binary state probability of the hidden unit h j = 1 can be calculated as Eq. (4) when a random visible vector v is given. In Eq. (4), σ is the sigmoid activation function, which is defined as σ (x) = σ (x) = 1 + e −x −1 . Eq. (4a) is the binary state probability of the hidden unit h j = 1 in RBM' 1 , while Eq. (4b) is the binary state probability of the hidden unit h j = 1 in other RBM's except RBM' 1 .
Similarly, the binary state probability of the visible unit v i = 1 can be expressed as Eq. (5), when a random hidden vector h is given. Eq. (5a) is the binary state probability of the hidden unit v i = 1 in RBM' 1 , while Eq. (5b) is the binary state probability of the visible unit v i = 1 in other RBMs except RBM' 1 .
By solving the negative gradient of the logarithmic likelihood function, the optimal θ can be obtained by using the CD algorithm which can be expressed as Eq. (6). In Eq. (5), K represents the number of iterations and η is the learning rate of CD algorithm. Eq. (6a) is the parameter update process of RBM' 1 , while Eq. (6b) applies for other RBM's.
We can estimate that the time complexity of CD algorithm is O(Nmn), where N denotes the number of sample particles. The pseudocode of hybrid pre-training phase is shown in Fig. 3 . After the training of supervised learning, the parameters θ 1 {w 1 , a 1 , b 1 } of RBM 1 can be obtained according to Eq. (1). Because the labeled training samples used in the supervised learning have basic characteristics of the whole training data set, the learned parameters are useful to the following unsupervised learning. Then we use unsupervised learning algorithm to train the RBM' 1 with the initial parameters θ 1 {w 1 , a 1 , b 1 }, and the parameters after training are expressed as θ 1 {w 1 , a 1 , b 1 } according to Eq. (6a). Next, the activation probability of the hidden unit of RBM' 1 is taken as the input vector of RBM' 2 . According to Eq. (6b), the parameters θ 2 {w 2 , a 2 , b 2 } are obtained. The activation probability of the hidden unit of RBM' 2 is taken as the input vector of RBM' 3 VOLUME 7, 2019 according to Eq. (6b). The rest RBM' can be trained in the same manner until the top layer ends. Finally, we finish the pre-training phase and obtain the parameters θ {w , a , b } of DBN-FL model.
Note that, when the training samples for supervised learning are too large, the alarm classification accuracy is satisfactory, but the training time is inefficient. The best proportion of labeled samples in supervised learning is 20%, which is determined from the fault location simulations by trial-and-error method. We try to maintain the advantage of unsupervised learning in feature extraction on the basis of initial parameters provided by supervised learning. Moreover, benefited from the learned parameters, the unsupervised learning can greatly reduce the calculation cost of initialization for parameters and be quickly trained.
C. LM-BASED FINE-TUNING
After the hybrid pre-training phase, we use the Levenberg Marquardt (LM) algorithm to fine-tune the parameters θ {w , a , b } of DBN-FL model. For the given training sample set L{x, y}, the relationship between input and output can be represented by Eq. (7) where f is a non-linear function and K is the number of iterations.
Unlike the regression problem, such as traffic prediction and price analysis, the fault location is a classification problem. In other words, the accuracy of fault location is a discrete binary function and the optimal solution cannot be obtained by derivation. To solve this problem, we use the Least Squares Polynomial Curve Fitting algorithm to fit the original discrete error function into a new continuous error function. Thus, we design a new accuracy function depicted in Eq. (8) where g is a continuous differentiable polynomial function designed as an approximate curve of discrete accuracy data set of fault location.
Thus, the error loss function of fault location is defined as the error sum of squares as shown in Eq. (9), where y K is the real location of the fault in K th iteration.
In this paper, the LM algorithm is used to maximize the location accuracy rate based on the parameters θ {w, a, b}, consequently improving the performance of DBN-FL model. Then, the updated parameters ψ K {w, a, b} can be obtained from Eq. (10) . (10) In Eq. (10), the damping factor µ is a positive constant, I is the Identity matrix, and J (ψ k ) is the Jacobi matrix given by Eq. (11) .
The goal of each iteration of the LM algorithm is to find a suitable damping factor µ. When µ = 0, the LM algorithm is transformed into the Gauss-Newton method with the least square solution. When µ > 0, the LM algorithm is converted to the Steepest Gradient Descent method. Therefore, the LM algorithm has the global convergence characteristics for fault location with initial drop and fast iteration based on the advantage of the above two methods. The time complexity of LM algorithm is O(e −2 ) in this paper, because the LM algorithm is quadratic convergence.
It should be mentioned that when tuning the parameters of LM algorithm, the effective setting of damping factor can decrease the calculation cost. In this work, we first use a relatively small value of damping factor µ to train the LM algorithm. When the training error starts to increase, we increase the value of µ and use Steepest Gradient Descent method to quickly search the minimum of the loss function. Then, we decrease the value of µ and use Gauss-Newton method to search the minimum of the loss function until the LM algorithm converges to the global optimal solution. Here, the LM algorithm-based fine-tuning phase is proposed to fine-tune the whole DBN-FL model, which overcomes the defects of the BP algorithm including computation cost and gradient diffusion for deep structure as well as the low accuracy.
D. IMPLEMENTATION OF DBN-FL MODEL
DBN-FL model can be used for optical fronthaul networks to locate single-link faults in 5G and beyond. DBN-FL model contains two phases as the hybrid pre-training phase and LM based fine-tuning phase.
In the hybrid pre-training phase, we first use supervised learning to train the bottom RBM by adding a temporary output layer, and then use unsupervised learning to train the whole DBN-FL model based on the initial parameters obtained from supervised learning. In the fine-tuning phase, the LM algorithm is adopted to fine-tune the parameters obtained from the pre-training stage. As shown in Fig. 4 , the main steps of the DBN-FL model are as follows.
Step 1: Collect the training samples set and pre-process these data for later processing.
Step 2: Use the hybrid pre-training method to obtain the parameters of DBN-FL model. The initial parameters of RBM 1 are obtained through SGD algorithm. Then, we give the parameters of RBM 1 as the initial parameters of RBM' 1 and use CD algorithm to train the whole DBN-FL model. Step 3: Use LM algorithm to optimize the parameters of DBN-FL model. Supervised learning based training is adopted to fine-tune the parameters of DBN-FL model and obtain the optimal parameters.
Step 4: After the training process, input the new alarm information to the DBN-FL model. Then, we can obtain the location of the fault.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
This section gives extensive experiments to evaluate the single-link fault location performance of the proposed DBN-FL model, which assumes that all the fault datasets and alarm information are available during the training process. In the following, the experimental preparation will be explained first, and then the fault location results and analysis will be shown. At last, we briefly introduce the limitations of our work.
A. TRAINING DATA SET
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms, we collect the fault data and the corresponding alarm information from the management system of network operator. The received fault types include device fault and link fault. Since the number of device fault is far less than the link fault (less than 5%), we screen out all the device fault and focus on the link fault in our experiment. During the 120 days collection period, 1148 faults occur in 123,249 links and a total of 341,139 alarm information are generated.
In addition, we generate another dataset contains synthetic alarms through the generative adversarial network (GAN) to increase the number of training samples [25] . To ensure that the distribution of fault location and false alarm are similar to the actual data, we define two custom distribution to help us evaluate the effectiveness of the training sample. First is the alarm location distribution. Different from ordinary uniform probability distribution, the distribution of fault position is relatively concentrated. In other words, links with heavy load or exposed in the air are prone to failure. Second is the false alarm number distribution. This distribution is piecewise uniform, because the location of the fault would affect the number of false alarm, and the number of false alarms caused in similar location obeys Gaussian normal distribution. We test the validity of the synthetic dataset by checking the ''alarm location distribution'' and ''false alarm number distribution'' of the real sample and the generated sample. The overall accuracy of the training data mixed with the actual data and the synthesized data is 96.8%. The ratio of synthetic data to real data is about 1:3. Thus, we have 1531 total faults and 454,852 alarm samples after combining the actual data with the synthesized data. Each fault occurs independently, which means that all faults are single-link faults. We divide all the faults into 300 labeled samples and 1231 unlabeled samples which are both split to a ratio of 70/15/15 for training/ validation/testing.
B. EXPERIMENTAL PREPARATION
We use a multi-core server with 12 2.5GHz Intel Core i5-7200U CPU cores, 2 NVIDIA TITAN XP GPU cores, and 32GB RAM to accelerate the training of DBN-FL model. This server runs Ubuntu 16.04, and we compile our code in Tensorflow framework using python 2.7/3.5.
The input of DBN-FL model is the dataset of each alarm information, including Address, Occur_time, Org_severit, and Alarm_text. The output of is the classification results of real alarms and false alarms.
To determine the structure of DBN-FL model, we test the number of hidden layers and the number of units in each hidden layer. To find the network architecture suitable for DBN-FL model, we choose the number of input layer unites from 1 to 10, the number of hidden layer from 1 to 10, and the number of hidden units from {32, 64, 128, 256, 512}. The most suitable architecture for DBN-FL model consists of 3 input layer unites, 4 hidden layers, and the hidden units is [256, 128, 128 , 128] (bottom-top).
In the pre-training phase, the maximum iteration number of SGD algorithm and CD algorithm are 80 and 120 respectively. The initial learning rate of SGD algorithm and CD algorithm are 0.01 and 0.001, and the Mini-batch size is 4. In the fine-tuning phase, the maximum iteration number is 200, the learning rate of LM algorithm is 0.01, the Minibatch size is 3, and the target value of error function is 0.0001.
Meanwhile, besides the proposed DBN-FL model, five other fault location models are also implemented for comparison. The first basic-DBN model is the traditional fault location model without any modification. This model adopts the pure-unsupervised learning algorithm in the pre-training phase and uses back propagation (BP) algorithm to finetune the parameters of DBN [7] . The second convolutional neural network (CNN) model is one of the advanced DL algorithm by taking the advantages of locally shared weights. This model shares the architecture consisting of 4 hidden layers and [256, 128, 128, 128] (bottom-top) units in each hidden layer that is similar to DBN-FL model [26] . The third CNN-Hybrid model uses the same network as CNN. But we exploit the hybrid training method to train the CNN, which is similar to the hybrid pre-training phase of DBN-FL model [27] . This aims to verify the effectiveness of the hybrid VOLUME 7, 2019 training method. The fourth SVM model is one of the most widely used fault location model for optical networks. This model uses Radial Basis Function as kernel function and is trained by one-against-all decomposition [28] . The fifth naive Bayesian (NB) network is another commonly used tool to build the fault location model, which uses a probabilistic graphical model to represent the binary variables (e.g., real alarm or false alarm) and their probabilistic independencies [29] . 
C. FAULT LOCATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
First, we study the optimal proportion of labeled samples in whole samples. In the hybrid pre-training phase, we use supervised learning with different proportion of labeled samples to obtain the initial parameters of the RBM 1 , then use the rest samples as the unlabeled samples to train the whole DBN-FL model. In the fine-tuning phase, LM algorithm is used to optimize parameters in all the cases. When the proportion of labeled samples is zero, it means that only unsupervised learning is adopted to train the DBN-FL model. As shown in Fig. 5 , the accuracy of DBN-FL model is improved when we use the hybrid pre-training method. That is because the supervised learning step enables the DBN to converge to an ideal state quickly. However, when the proportion of labeled samples exceeds 20%, the accuracy of the DBN-FL model decreases. That is because unsupervised learning requires a large number of samples for fault classification. Thus, the combination of supervised learning and unsupervised learning can effectively improve the accuracy of DBN-FL model in the case of lacking training samples.
Then, we compare the performance of the proposed LM based fine-tuning algorithm and the traditional BP algorithm. Both two algorithms are deployed given the same network parameters obtained in the hybrid pre-training phase. BP algorithm uses gradient descent method for the update process of all parameters, which reduces the loss function through back propagation. Technical details of BP algorithm are shown in Ref. [30] . As shown in Fig. 6 , the overall accuracy is improved by about 10% through the LM based fine-tuning phase. In the early iteration, the LM algorithm has the global convergence characteristics of maximum Steepest Gradient Descent method with initial drop and fast iteration. In the late iteration, the LM algorithm has the advantage of We set up a series of experiments to illustrate the overall performance of DBN-FL model, including the fault location accuracy, the training time, and the error rate during training. We use the basic-DBN model, the CNN model, the CNN-Hybrid model, the SVM model, and the NB model as comparison algorithms. Fig. 7 indicates that the accuracy of DBN-FL model is over 96% and much higher than the other five models. That is because the optimized DBN-FL model can extract fault features more accurately through the hybrid pre-training phase when the training samples are insufficient. The hybrid pretraining method of DBN-FL model can bring the network parameter initialization near a local optimal solution or even the global optimal solution. The CNN-Hybrid model, which also adopts a hybrid training method, also has over 90% fault location accuracy. The basic-DBN performs better than the CNN model, SVM model, and NB model, because the unique stacking structure of RBMs can fully describe the propagation characteristics of alarms through layer by layer training. As the iteration gradually increases, the locating accuracy of all six models tends to be stable. This indicates that the features contained in the alarm information have an upper limit, and the positioning accuracy will not be improved when the models have extracted the main fault feature. The fault location time refers to the offline training time before the arrival of the new alarm information. Less training time will allow researchers to locate faults in a larger and more complex environments. Fig. 8 shows that the proposed DBN-FL model has the minimum training time of the DL approaches for different number of samples. This is because the hybrid pre-training phase and LM based fine-tuning phase of DBN-FL model can greatly reduce the convergence time and the model can be well trained in a short time. Moreover, the training time of DBN-FL model is similar with the CNN-Hybrid model when the sample number is small, because the hybrid training reduces the convergence time of the model. But the training time of DBN-FL model does not increase as sharply as CNN-Hybrid model with the growth of samples. That is because the LM based fine-tuning phase enables the DBN-FL model to quickly converge to the global optimum. In addition, the training time of two machine learning methods including the NB model and SVM model are both smaller than the DL based models due to the relatively few extracted features. The NB and SVM models are suitable for low precision fault location scenarios required fast model training.
The difference between the output of the classification models and the actual output of the sample is called the error rate. Our goal is to minimize the error of the DBN-FL model. We use the test error as an approximation of the learning error to evaluate the output. The error rate of six models in the training process is shown in Fig. 9 . Note that the error rate of all the six models is very high at the beginning. The reason is that the training time is not enough for the NN to extract features. After 60 iterations of training, the differences between algorithms become more obvious. The error rate of DBN-FL model is lower than that of the other five methods. That is because the DBN-FL model optimizes the initial parameters during the pre-training phase and fine-tuning phase. Moreover, the DBN-FL model and CNN-Hybrid model are both 
D. LIMITATIONS
The main limitation of this work is that the approach is not suitable for scenarios that are more complex than single-link failures, such as multi-link fault location and fault prediction. In fault location studies with data from existing networks, it is difficult to obtain a large number of training samples. Only about 200 faults per year may occur on the municipal fronthaul transmission network, which is far from meeting the training demands of nonlinearity problems. Although the proposed DBN-FL model can reduce the demand for samples to some extent, more samples are necessary when problems become more complex.
During the process of determining the best structure of the DBN-FL model, we notice that the performance of the 2-layer RBM is very close to the optimal average performance of the 4-layer DBN-FL. This phenomenon might indicate that there might be an overfitting problem, and it might not allow our DBN-FL model to release its full potential. We could attenuate the effect of this problem by adding additional dropout steps, but it would dramatically increase the training time consumed [31] .
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an accurate and fast DBN-based fault location model for single-link fault of optical fronthaul networks in 5G and beyond. The DBN-FL model is constructed through the hybrid pre-training phase and LM based finetuning phase. In the hybrid pre-training phase, we combine the supervised learning with unsupervised learning to train the DBN-FL model. In the fine-tuning phase, the LM algorithm is adopted to fine-tune the parameters obtained from the pre-training stage. Our experiment results show that the DBN-FL model outperforms many DL based approaches in terms of fault location accuracy and offline training time.
In our future work, DBN-FL model may be used in applications with more complicated features, such as location of multi-link faults. In addition, the proposed solution would be evaluated with larger datasets.
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